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RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: Glossa
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: GCD922806
Barcode: 8424562228061
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
La Compagnia del Madrigale:
Rossana Bertini, 
Francesca Cassinari [sopranos]
Elena Carzaniga [alto]
Giuseppe Maletto, Raffaele Giordani [tenors]
Daniele Carnovich [bass]
with: Laura Fabris [soprano], 
Annalisa Mazzoni [alto]

GESUALDO: Terzo Libro di Madrigali (1595)
La Compagnia del Madrigale

With Carlo Gesualdo’s 'Third Book of madrigals', La Compagnia del Madrigale continue their dynamic view of late
Renaissance Italian repertory, which has seen the vocal ensemble garlanded with critical praises and prizes since the
time of its initial Glossa release – Gesualdo’s Sixth Book – three years ago. Although Gesualdo’s Third Book came out
but one year after his first two books, it manifests a transitional style that led into the 'late style' of the Fifth and Sixth
Books. In his essay Marco Bizzarini develops this idea and points to the darkening of Gesualdo’s psychological profile at
the time, which is mirrored in the melancholic nature of the madrigals in the Third Book.
In the texts, joy and grief are frequently intermingled - yet each time freshly considered -and although there are named
writers such as Battista Guarini present, many of the texts are anonymous; the inference being that Gesualdo himself
might have been their author. Musically, the development is signalled especially by a greater use of violent dissonance
than before, and demonstrating that Gesualdo could creatively reflect highly-charged emotions in music through
counterpoint: no need for monody for him.
In these exposed and unaccompanied madrigals, La Compagnia del Madrigale blends its trademark expertise and vocal
freshness to take the listener on a fascinating sound journey.

01 Ancidetemi pur, grievi martiri 02 Sospirava il mio core 03 Del bel de’ bei vostri occhi 
04 Ahi, dispietata e cruda 05 Deh, se già fu crudele 06 Ahi, disperata vita
07 Dolcissimo sospiro 08 Meraviglia d’Amore 09 Voi volete ch’io mora
10 Se vi miro pietosa 11 Crudelissima doglia 12 Dolce spirto d’amore
13 Languisco e moro, ahi, cruda 14 Se piange, ohimè, la donna
15 Veggio, sì, dal mio sole 16 Non t’amo, o voce ingrata 17 Donna, se m’ancidete 
bonus tracks:
18 Scipione Stella: Sento dentr’al cor mio 19 Luzzasco Luzzaschi: Dolorosi martir
20 Alfonso Fontanelli: Colei che già si bella



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMC902247
Barcode: 3149020224724
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Ensemble Correspondances, 
Sebastien Daucé

CHARPENTIER: Pastorale de Noël H483, 
H483a & H483b (incl.alternative versions)
Antiennes O de l'Avent: In Nativitatem Domini Canticum H416, 
Or nous dites Marie, À la venue de Noël 
Ensemble Correspondances, 
Sebastien Daucé 

Each year from 1684 to 1686, Marc-Antoine Charpentier offered a Christmas pastorale to his patron, Marie de Lorraine.
After the death of the boy Louis-Joseph, the last male heir of the line, the figure of the Christ-Child occupied a central
place in the devotions of the Guise family. The pastorales and antiphons written in this context and recorded here are at
the intersection of the sacred and secular genres, of the popular and the learned. They evoke the mystery of birth with a
profoundly moving blend of naïveté and gravity.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMC902169 Marc-Antoine Charpentier Litanies de la Vierge, Motets pour la Maison de Guise
HMC902241 Henry Dumont O Mystérium, Motets & Élévations pour la Chapelle de Louis XIV

"On this evidence, Daucé has a tender affinity for Charpentier's exquisitely crafted music." 
Gramophone, November 2013

"One of France's best new early music groups, Ensemble Correspondances, shows total understanding of his idiom and
achieves a perfect balance of clean but expressive voices with crisp and precise instrumental ensemble."  
The Observer, 25th August 2013



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: HMC902235
Barcode: 3149020223529
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Jerusalem Quartet

BARTOK: String Quartets 2, 4, 6
Jerusalem Quartet

The string quartets of Béla Bartók punctuate the evolution of his style and the turning points of his existence. From the
Second Quartet (1915-17) reflecting the period of World War One and his troubled personal life, through the Fourth
whose exploration of rhythm, tonality and timbre produces magnificent and unprecedented sonorities in its ‘night music’,
to the unbearable anguish of the Sixth (1939), as his dream of fraternity was shattered against the rise of nationalism and
fascism, the Jerusa lem Quartet’s programme brings us the essence of Bartók's genius.
Expect reviews in Classical music press for these hm artists with an extensive, acclaimed back catalogue for the label. 



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: Aparté
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: AP133
Barcode: 3149028098327
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Louis Schwizgebel [piano]

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas Nos. 19, D958 and 16, D845
Louis Schwizgebel

In this eagerly awaited solo album for the enterprising  Aparté label, Louis Schwizgebel appropriates two gems of piano
repertoire: Sonata D845 (no. 16) in A minor, considered the first of Schubert's maturity, impresses with the mastery of its
structure and its expressive power. Worthy of a symphony, D958 in C minor, 19th out of the 21 that he composed,
symbolises the mastery of the composer, freed from the weight of his admiration for Beethoven. 
Enhanced by recording quality featuring an extraordinary harmonic palette that will delight the most demanding
audiophile, this project promises to be one of the finest piano CDs of the year.
Louis Schwizgebel makes his debut in the International Piano Series on December 2nd at St Johns Smith Square,
playing Sonata D958 and discussing his programme in the free pre-concert talk. 
The Swiss pianist won second prize at the Leeds International Piano Competition in 2012, and soon afterwards became
one of the BBC’s New Generation Artists. Acclaimed by The Guardian as "a pianist with a profound gift", he presents
music by some of the piano repertoire’s greatest composers.

CONCERTS FEATURING SONATA D958:
8 October, Reading recital, Town Hall
7 November Huddersfield Music Society Recital, St Paul’s Hall
13 November Coffee Concert in Saffron Walden, 2pm, Saffron Hall
2 November International Piano Series debut, St John's Smith Square [6.15pm: free pre-concert talk], 7.30pm 

https://soundcloud.com/apartemusic/schubert-piano-sonata-no-16-d-845-moderato-louis-schwizgebel

 
Classic FM launched a video of Louis playing Chopin in July and there was a huge response to it: 
https://www.facebook.com/ClassicFM/videos/10154437269804260/
 
Classic FM will  share the video below with an exclusive for a few days: https://vimeo.com/169185124
Password: afotw

www.louisschwizgebel.com
http://www.apartemusic.com/artists/louis-schwizgebel/



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: CSO Resound
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: CSOR9011602
Barcode: 810449011624
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Ildar Abdrazakov, 
Alberto Mizrahi [narrator]
CSO Chorus, 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Riccardo Muti

SHOSTAKOVICH: Suite on verses of Michelangelo Buonarotti
SCHOENBERG: Kol Nidre
Ildar Abdrazakov, 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Riccardo Muti

This new live recording pairs profound works by two of the 20th century’s greatest composers: Arnold Schoenberg and
Dmitri Shostakovich. Writer Phillip Huscher describes Schoenberg’s 'Kol Nidre' as a “stark, strong modernist statement,”
set to the prayer said on the eve of Yom Kippur—the Day of Atonement. Schoenberg, who had fled Europe in 1934,
premiered the work in Los Angeles in 1938, one month before the devastating anti-Jewish pogroms of Kristallnacht took
place throughout Nazi-Germany. Shostakovich’s suite explores similarly weighty concerns, including themes of love,
morality, death, and the human spirit through the poetry of the Renaissance master Michelangelo. Although originally
conceived to honour the fifth centenary of the artist’s birth, Shostakovich’s settings became a highly personal testament
to concerns the two men shared across the centuries.



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: Pan Classics
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: PC10352
Barcode: 7619990103528
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Filippo Mineccia [countertenor]
Nereydas
Javier Ulises Illán [direction]

The Jommelli Album 
 Filippo Mineccia

For his new aria recital for Pan Classics, countertenor Filippo Mineccia teams up with the young Spanish ensemble,
Nereydas, directed by Javier Ulises Illán. The repertoire, a selection of arias for alto by Niccolò Jommelli, aims at making
clear the importance of this composer in the history of Italian opera, and especially in the early days of Classicism. It is
bright, delicate and sensitive music, combining, in the word of scholar Marita P. McClymonds, “German complexity,
French decorative elements and Italian brio, welded together by an extraordinary gift for dramatic effectiveness”. 
This CD demonstrates a command of vocal writing, as found equally in the composer’s operas and oratorios, and a new
showcase for Filippo Mineccia’s breathtaking vocal abilities; already among the leading countertenors of our time.

1 Fra il mar turbato (Bajazette - Torino 1753)
2 Se mai senti spirarti sul volto (La Clemenza di Tito - Stuttgart 1753)
3 Come a vista (La Passione di Nostro Signore Gesú Cristo - Rome 1749)
4 Pastor son’io (Cantata per la Natività della Beatissima Vergine - Rome 1750) 
5-8 Sinfonia a due violine e basso
9 O vos omnes (Lamentazioni per il Mercoledì Santo - Rome c1751) 
10 Ritornerà fra voi (La Passione di Nostro Signore Gesú Cristo - Rome 1749)
11 Parto, ma la speranza (La Schiava Liberata - Ludwigsburg 1768)
12 Salda rupe (Pelope – Stuttgart 1755)

Also available: PC 10297 Leonardo Vinci – Alto Arias
“a pleasing precision and edge...Mineccia copes with the tempestuous coloratura and his own da capo embellishments
very cleanly and without ever over-singing...a promising debut.” 
International Record Review, May 2014

“'Fruity' is more often used to describe the singing of contraltos than that of that their male countertenor equivalents, but it
seems to fit the full, rich sound that Filippo Mineccia makes perfectly” The Guardian, 20th February 2014 ***

GCD923506 Ariosti: London Arias for alto
“Here’s a new star in the making…this new album of arias...reveals a voice of sensual beauty, especially in [the]
languorous arias…[Mineccia's] virtuosity in the bravura numbers is breathtaking” 
Sunday Times, 24/01/2016



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: Pan Classics
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: PC10348
Barcode: 7619990103481
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Ensemble Odyssee
Anna Stegmann [recorder]

William BABELL: Concertos Op. 3 
for violins and small flute
Ensemble Odyssee 
Anna Stegmann 

On their latest project for Pan Classics, the Amsterdam-based Ensemble Odyssee presents the Concertos Op. 3 for
'sixth flute' (a soprano recorder in D) by William Babell, mostly known (in his day and now) for his demanding
arrangements for harpsichord of arias by his contemporary, George Frideric Handel. The works included on this CD were
probably performed by members of Handel’s orchestra, and often clearly take their inspiration from the master’s music.
Also included is the first recording of a Sinfonia for strings and solo harpsichord, probably the first concerto ever written
for this instrument. Anna Stegmann on recorder, Andrea Friggi on harpsichord and the always exquisite Ensemble
Odyssee render a first-rate performance of very rare, injustly neglected repertoire. Both Stegmann and Friggi contribute
essays to the booklet and Anna Stegmann teaches at the Royal Academy in London.
The next CD - recording in February 2017, release in autumn 2017 - will be dedicated to the English composer Robert
Woodcock and a selection his Concertos. 

Appearing on In Tune in November
Early Music Today feature

UK CONCERT TOUR [Babell]:
05.11.2015 - Georgian Concert Society, Edinburgh
07.11.2016 - National Centre for Early Music, York
10.11.2016 - Lunchtime CD launch recital: Royal Greenwich International Early Music Festival and Exhibition 2016, St
Michael & All Angels Church
 
See also: http://www.ensembleodyssee.com/#!calendar/c24y3
 



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: Glossa
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: GCD923509
Barcode: 8424562235090
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Luanda Siqueira [soprano]
Jean-François Lombard [tenor]
Jérôme Billy [tenor]
Virgile Ancely [bass]
Les Paladins
Jérôme Correas [direction]

Molière at the Opera
Stage music by Jean-Baptiste Lully
Les Paladins
Jérôme Correas

With 'Molière à l’opéra' Jérôme Correas and Les Paladins bring their much-admired combination of Baroque stylishness
and varied vocal techniques to comédies-ballets composed by Jean-Baptiste Lully and Marc-Antoine Charpentier during
the reign of Louis XIV. 
The musical and theatrical partnership involving Lully and Molière – they were dubbed 'les deux Baptiste' – was one of
the most invigorating ever entered into, marrying melody, words, acting and a shared hunger for fame.
The collaboration spanned ten works over a decade from 1661. Although Molière never provided the words for a Lully
opera, the great dramatist clearly inspired the composer in his later tragédies lyriques, a view upheld by the essayist for
this recording, Elisabeth Giuliani.
As well as presenting scenes from Le Bourgeois gentilhomme, this new Glossa recording draws on the humorous end of
the Molière/Lully partnership in Monsieur de Pourceaugnac as well as more tragic airs from 'Psyché', by way of the trio
grotesque from Charpentier’s score for Le Mariage forcé. Luanda Siqueira, Jean-François Lombard, Jérôme Billy and
Virgile Ancely are the versatile vocal quartet brought together by  Jerôme Correas, alive to the daunting and frequently
crazy characterisations demanded by Lully and Molière.

Vocal and instrumental pieces from the comédies-ballets created by Molière (1622-1673) and:
Jean-Baptiste LULLY (1632-1697): Le Bourgeois gentilhomme, Psyché, Pastorale comique, Monsieur de Pourceaugnac,
Les Amants magnifiques, La Princesse d’Élide
Marc-Antoine CHARPENTIER (1643-1704): Le Mariage forcé, Le Sicilien
Recorded at the Opéra de Reims, France, in December 2015



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: Accent Records
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: ACC24318
Barcode: 4015023243187
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Jean-François Madeuf [natural trumpet &
natural horn]
Pierre-Yves Madeuf [natural horn]
La Petite Bande 
Sigiswald Kuijken [direction]

Georg Philipp TELEMANN: Trumpet & Horn Concertos
La Petite Bande 
Sigiswald Kuijken

Jean-François Madeuf and Pierre-Yves Madeuf are two of the leading exponents of the historically informed performance
practice as applied to wind instruments. On natural horn or natural trumpet they can be found in many of Europe’s main
early music ensembles and orchestras. On this new Accent CD, they team up with Sigiswald Kuijken’s exquisite La Petite
Bande to perform a set of Georg Philipp Telemann concertos as they have never been heard before on record: using
natural trumpets and horns, and bringing the pieces back to their original chamber music context. Despite the identical
key of D major, the works recorded here bear substantial differences between them, and Telemann’s highly varied
instrumental scoring documents his constant search for innovation.

1-8 Suite in D majorTWV 55: D7 for trumpet, 2 violins, viola & b.c.
9-11 Concerto in D majorTWV 51: D8 for horn, violin, 2 violas & b.c.
12-14 Sonata in D majorTWV 44: D1 for trumpet, 2 violins, viola & b.c.
15-17 Concerto in D majorTWV 52: D1 for 2 horns, 2 violins, viola & b.c
18-21 Concerto in D majorTWV 51: D7 for trumpet, 2 violins & b.c.
22-23 Bonus Tracks
Sonata in D majorTWV 44: D1 [first & third movement without trumpet]



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: Glossa
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: GCD920930
Barcode: 8424562209305
BUDGET Price
Format: 9 CD
Packaging: box set
La Venexiana
Claudio Cavina

L’arte del madrigale
Madrigals by Wert, Marenzio, Luzzaschi,  Gesualdo and D’India 1586-1616
La Venexiana
Claudio Cavina

Over the years Glossa has been at the forefront of releasing recordings of late Renaissance madrigals, and the label has
had the pleasure of assisting superlative artists in doing so: none more so than La Venexiana and its director Claudio
Cavina. 
The recordings date from the dozen years after La Venexiana’s foundation in 1996, a time of great activity for the
ensemble, demonstrating very effectively why La Venexiana has been so popular with audiences and consistently fêted
by critics.
These are truly exceptional performances, of such interpretative consistency, to take one through the potent 30 years
from 1586 onwards; a time when the madrigal reached its zenith. ''L’arte del madrigale' is composed of complete books
of madrigals from Luzzaschi, Wert and Marenzio – along with the Neapolitans Gesualdo and D’India. This new box set
contains all the booklets for the original recordings (as PDF files) as well as a new essay written by Stefano
Russomanno.

CD 1 Giaches de WERT: La Gerusalemme liberata (1586) +pdfs of the booklets
CD 2 Luca MARENZIO: Sesto Libro de Madrigali (1594) 
CD 3 Luzzasco LUZZASCHI: Quinto Libro de Madrigali (1595)
CD 4 Carlo GESUALDO: Quarto Libro de Madrigali (1596)
CD 5 Luca MARENZIO: Nono Libro de Madrigali (1599)
CD 6 Luzzasco LUZZASCHI: Concerto delle Dame (1601) 
CD 7 Sigismondo d’INDIA: Primo Libro de Madrigali (1606)
CD 8 Carlo GESUALDO: Quinto Libro de Madrigali (1611)
CD 9 Sigismondo d’INDIA: Terzo Libro de Madrigali (1616)

“The singing could hardly be better. The ensemble is outstanding and in the passages for reduced voices and short solos
the individual qualities of the singers come to the fore...This is intimate chamber music, which requires subtle
interpretation and focused listening. The former is delivered by the singers, the latter is up to you. Attentive listening will
be richly rewarded.” MusicWeb International, 15th March 2014 [Luzzaschi]

"This exquisitely modulated Italian ensemble is wonderfully discriminating, extracting the eloquence of the mercurial lines
and unobstrusively seeking architectural sense behind the text... Book 4 is heady stuff, indeed" Winner Early Music,
Gramophone Awards 2001 [Gesualdo]



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: Accent Records
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: ACC24321
Barcode: 4015023243217
SPECIAL Price
Format: 5 CD
Packaging: box set
René Jacobs [countertenor],
Konrad Junghänel [theorbo], 
Wieland Kuijken [viola da gamba], 
The Kuijken Consort, 
The Parnassus Ensemble 
Jos van Immerseel [fortepiano]

René Jacobs  - Tne Countertenor
The Accent Recordings 1978-1982,

As a singer, conductor, teacher and scientist, René Jacobs is no doubt one of the most impressive personalities of
today’s early music world. With countless opera performances and concerts, but also with an extensive discography of
more than 250 recordings, he has thrilled a large audience. At the beginning of his career, in the 1970’s and 80’s, Jacobs
caused sensation mainly as a singer: he belonged to the first generation of male altos in Europe, at a time when
countertenors were still considered exotic in many places. On the occasion of Jacobs’ 70th birthday, Accent now issues a
5-CD box with the recordings made for the Belgian label at this early stage of his career, with repertoire ranging from
early Baroque to Romanticism, from Purcell and Telemann to Gluck and Rossini.

PURCELL, GERMAN BAROQUE ARIAS, GLUCK, ARIETTE & CAVATINE
Full track listing available on request



RELEASE DATE
7TH OCTOBER 2016

Label: Evidence Classics
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: EVCD026
Barcode: 3149028093421
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Laurent Wagschal [piano]

GODOWSKY: The Art of Transcription

Laurent Wagschal

The legendary pianist Leopold Godowsky (1870-1938) left a huge catalogue boasting more than 400 pieces, more than
half of which are transcriptions, arrangements or paraphrases for piano. The present recording offers an eclectic glimpse
of the art of transcription according to Godowsky, featuring some of his finest realisations.
As with Liszt, the original work is a pretext for inspiration, thoroughly, and very freely reworked. His devotion to the great
composers of the past was immense, and he carried out his adaptations with considerable respect, taste and style, the
final aim always remaining musical above all.
A singular pianist, appreciated for his amazing charisma, Laurent Wagschal offers us a poetic reading of the most
famous standards, from Chopin Etudes to the American national anthem, by way of Saint-Saëns' Swan, Bach and a few
Lieder by Schubert and Schumann.

"its difficulties hold no terror for Laurent Wagschal, clearly a superb pianist of great power and eloquence...faithfully
captures Wagschal's exceptional dynamic range and no praise could be high enough for this reminder of neglected
geniuis.” Gramophone Magazine, February 2011

1 CHOPIN: Étude n°5 for left hand after étude op.10 n°3, 2 Étude n°13 for left hand after l'étude op.10 n°6
3. Étude n°34  afterétude op.25 n°5 (2nd version  mazurka) 
4 Étude n°45 after étude n°2 des Trois nouvelles études (1st version)
5-8 BACH: Violin Sonata BWV 1001
9 SCHUBERT: Heidenröslein, 10 Wiegenlied, 11 Moment musical D780 n°3, 12 Morgengruss,
13 Extract from Rosamunde, 14 Gute Nacht (Winterreise)
15 SCHUMANN: Du bist wie eine Blume (Myrthen)
16 Johann STRAUSS II: Métamorphose Symphonique sur les thèmes de « Wein,Weib und Gesang »
17 ALBENIZ: Tango op.165 n°2
18 SAINT-SAENS: Le cygne (extrait du Carnaval des Animaux)
19 John STAFFORD-SMITH: The Star-Spangled Banner 

Reviewed in October Gramophone
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